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Modulo glass fibre composite, electric buses well known from Budapest 
traffic are popping up at more and more cities in Hungary and abroad. The 
test bus from the North American phase of round the world test program 
now can be tried by passengers in public transportation of different cities in 
Hungary.

On the test bus broadband WIFI service is also available for passengers. 
The service is provided by Vodafone using Intelliport On-Board LTE WIFI 
Router.













MAVIR is responsible for maintaining the capacity balance of the national
electricity system and for balancing deviations of the balancing groups from 
planned targets. This involves specifying the amount of required reserves, 
capacities to be contracted for balancing purposes and taking into account
how fast, at what rate of change and at what price each power plant is 
capableof following the modifications ordered.

There are hundreds of substations where electricity-metering data must be 
collected on a highly reliable way. These substations are operating without 
on-site staff, so 7x24 guaranteed online communication is a must. MAVIR 
has decided to use the country’s most secure 4G mobile network 
(MVM NET's LTE450) providing guaranteed data connectivity and they have 
selected Intelliport's highly robust industrial routers for networking devices.









After several months of testing National Mobile Payment Ltd. migrated the 
intelligent parking system of Kecskemet to LTE 450 MHz network.
 
The central parking management system, sensor data collectors and LED 
displays fast, highly available and secure data communication has been 
achieved in the 450 MHz LTE network transition.
 
The professional LTE 450 routers were developed and delivered by Intelliport 
Solutions.









The integrated road-meteorological system developed by the cooperation
of Intelliport Solutions Ltd. and Boreas Ltd. gathers, visualises and analyses 
the necessary environmental data in every ten minutes with using GPRS 
communication such as air-temperature, humidity, information about the 
rainwater, temperature of the road surface, thickness of water layer, salt 
concentration.

Alerts (sleet, snow, freezing) and forecasts (slippery road,
reduced visual distance) are generated as a result of the processing.
Knowing the endangered locations and the weather information altogether
gives a chance for the road operator to act on time or to prevent (salting 
the road, diversion).
 
The weather stations consist of sensors, data-collectors and communicators, 
and they are operated directly by wired electricity supply or solar cells.The 
central software can receive not only the metered environmental parameters,
but the service data of the metering stations as well (charging of accu, door-
opening).The availability of the system increases significantly with this, while
the costs of operation decrease.
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